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Question
[IMAGE] What does this button commonly activate?
[IMAGE] What is the name of this McDonald-land character?
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[IMAGE] Which Canadian actress (b. 1971) and star of 'Killing Eve' is pictured here?
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[IMAGE] Which British actor played multiple characters in the 1949 black comedy 'Kind
Hearts and Coronets'?
[IMAGE] What term commonly refers to young women in the 1920s who wore short
skirts, bobbed hair, and danced to jazz music?
[IMAGE] Which Australian singer-songwriter (b. 1955) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Which American entertainer (b. 1978) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] In mathematical notation, what does three dots in a triangular formation
mean?
[IMAGE] Which American-born small forward spent 20 years in Australia's NBL
competition, picking up 3 MVP awards and 3 championships along the way?
[IMAGE] Which sportswoman (b. 1993) is pictured here?
[IMAGE] Which adult-themed 1980s video game is pictured here?
[IMAGE] What is the name of Dick Dastardly's canine sidekick?
At a distance of 2,785 km, what is the closest national capital to Perth?

14 Which WA location is known as Wadjemup in Noongar Aboriginal mythology?
Which famous British author lived briefly in WA in 1922? In 1923 he published a book
about his stay in Australia.
16 Who was the first Australian Prime Minister to represent a WA electorate?
15

17 Hamilton Island is located off the coast of which Australian state or territory?
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Which 2016 film spin-off directed by Gareth Edwards, though not part of the main Star
Wars series, is set one week before 'A New Hope'?
What links Brazil, Angola and Cape Verde?
Which painting by Jackson Pollock was controversially purchased by the National
Gallery of Australia in 1973?
How many ribs do most humans have?
Individual portions of soy sauce are traditionally packaged in small containers
resembling which creature?
Which contemporary author's saga sees the heroine Bella Swan choosing between
Edward Cullen and Jacob Black?
Alan Knott represented which country in international cricket?
Control+V is the computer keyboard shortcut for which operation?
Name any one of the Air signs according to traditional astrology.
According to author Jonathan Swift, it was a bold man who first ate which seafood
item?
What does the business abbreviation “R & D” stand for?

29 Which human organ is an otoscope designed to investigate?
30 Who is the only individual to have TWO galaxies named after him?
31 Who composed the 1812 overture?
Which prolific writer's only directorial credit is the 1986 sci-fi
32
horror comedy 'Maximum Overdrive', based on his own short story 'Trucks'?
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33 Which amine was traditionally a component of tonic water, giving it a bitter flavour?
34 What links the nations of Gabon, Kenya, Indonesia and Colombia, among others?
35 Babe Didrikson Zaharias won three Olympic medals in which sport?
Which character does Johnny Depp portray in the 'Pirates of the Caribbean' film
36
franchise?
37 Which royal is the current Duke of Cambridge?
38 Kane Cornes played 300 games for which AFL club?
39 Parnassus was the sacred mountain home of the muses and which Greek god?
40 Michel Platini represented which country in football (soccer)?
The federal electorates of Scullin and Wills are located in which Australian state or
41
territory?
42 Which American singer released the 2016 concept album 'Lemonade'?
43 Who presented the popular 1980s TV documentary 'Cosmos: A Personal Voyage'?
Which non-existent mountain range apparently traversed Africa according to maps
from 1798 through to the late 1880s?
45 Which city was founded by Tsar Peter the Great on 27th May 1703?
In 1954 which internal organ was the first to be successfully transplanted between
46
humans?
47 Michael Caine has won two Best Supporting Actor Oscars- name either film.
44

48 Which British rock band released a 1983 compilation album titled 'Strange Brew'?
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Which is the only national capital in South America that is adjacent to the Pacific
Ocean?
What is the only European country name that contains the letter 'x'?
Who, in 1844, claimed that religion was the opiate of the people?
Which is the only country in the UK never to have hosted the British Open golf
championships?
Which American police television sitcom premiered in 2013 and revolves around Jake
Peralta (Andy Samberg), an immature but talented NYPD detective?
FreeCell, Klondike and Spider are varieties of which card game?
Which language is known as Farsi to its native speakers?
In which figure of speech do two apparently contradictory terms appear in
conjunction?
In which sport can a competitor claim victory in any of six ways, including by knockout
or checkmate?

58 Which creatures can almost completely evaporate from too much sun exposure?
59 Which novel's action all takes place in a single day, 16th June 1904?
60 A kibbutz is a communal farm or settlement in which country?
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